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Abstract. The explosion of interest in large language models (LLMs)
has been accompanied by concerns over the extent to which generated
outputs can be trusted, owing to the prevalence of bias, hallucinations,
and so forth. Accordingly, there is a growing interest in knowledge rep-
resentation (KR) tools – ontologies and knowledge graphs, in particular
- to make LLMs more trustworthy. This rests on the long history of KR
in constructing human-comprehensible justification for model outputs as
well as traceability concerning the impact of evidence on other evidence.
Understanding the nature of arguments and argumentation is critical to
justification and traceability, especially when LLM output conflicts with
what is expected by users. The central contribution of this article is to
extend the Arguments Ontology (ARGO) - an ontology of terms and
relations specific to the domain of argumentation and evidence broadly
construed - into the space of LLM outputs in the interest of promoting
justification and traceability. We outline a strategy for creating ARGO-
based ‘blueprints’ to help LLM users explore justifications for outputs.
We con- clude by describing critical applications at the intersection of
LLM and knowledge representation research.

Keywords: Ontology · Arguments · Semantic Reasoning · Large Lan-
guage Models

1 Introduction

The explosion of interest in large language models (LLMs) has been accompanied
by concerns over the extent to which generated outputs can be trusted, owing
largely to the prevalence of hallucinations [3] and bias [51]. Each may be at
least partially addressed by intervention at various points of LLM development,
such as by pre-training on vetted data [12] and human-in-the-loop reinforcement
[13]. A natural strategy for addressing hallucinations post-inferencing involves
fact-checking, the process of evaluating whether claims asserted to be true, are
indeed true [9]. Traditionally, this process involves identifying asserted claims,
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relevant evidence or counter-evidence, and delivering a verdict based on these
results [10].

Work exploring fact-checking [6]with respect to LLMs has focused on the
outputs of domain-specific prompts, for example climate change [11], disease [7],
or Twitter [8], though recent work has sought to expand such scope [4]. In naive
models, given claim and evidence pairs, a tag is generated indicating whether the
evidence supports or undermines the claim. More sophisticated models attempt
to provide missing evidence for or against claims [9] or correct claims based
on existing evidence [7]. Regardless of the strategies adopted, there is a clear
reliance on the relationship between claims and evidence, a relationship often
characterized in terms of arguments.

In this respect, fact-checking research for LLMs dovetails with traditional
applications of ontologies - controlled vocabularies of terms representing entities
and relationships among them - which have been identified as useful for enhanc-
ing LLM accuracy [1][2]. Ontologies often serve as lingua francas to promote
semantic interoperability across otherwise disparate datasets, doing so by pro-
viding explicit machine-understandable schema for domains of interest. Similarly,
ontologies often serve as lingua francas to promote what we might call human
interoperability across the otherwise disparate vocabularies of people, facilitating
human understanding in a machine-understandable manner [14][43]. Ontologies
intersect with fact-checking research on LLMs through providing justification –
human comprehensible arguments in favor of or against model outputs - and
traceability – human comprehensible arguments concerning impacts of evidence
on other evidence.

Little research has been conducted at the intersection of LLMs, fact-checking,
and ontology engineering. In what follows, we aim to remedy this gap by connect-
ing an ontology of arguments and an ontology of LLM biases, to lay foundations
for research on how ontology representations and tooling can promote and sup-
port justification and traceability for fact-checking strategies.

2 Adequacy Constraints for Argument Ontologies

2.1 Hallmarks of Arguments

Claims are often asserted through sentences, syntactic patterns of characters
used to convey content, for example ”Snow is white” expresses that snow is
white. Sentences are not identical to the contents expressed by them: “Schnee
ist weiß” expresses the same content as ”Snow is white”. Additionally, sentences
and content may be used in different ways. One might assert ”Snow is white”
or ask whether ”Snow is white”, the former being an assertion and the latter a
question.

Arguments can be described as collections of content used to support the
truth of other content. This is in keeping with the arguments being, fundamen-
tally, vehicles for persuasion:

1. If Susan leaves work early, she will go home and to the gym.
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2. SUPPOSE Susan leaves work early.
3. Hence, Susan will go home and to the gym.
4. Hence, Susan will go home.
5. Hence, if Susan leaves work early then Susan will go home.

Lines 1 and 2 are intended to support line 3, which supports 4, while lines 2 and
4 support 5. In this example, line 1 is used to assert the corresponding content
is true. Line 2 reflects a supposition that the corresponding content is true in
the interest of drawing out consequences. Lines 3 follows from 1 and 2; 4 from
5, and 5 from 2 and 4. As illustrated, arguments may be complex, with claims
depending on other claims in support of an overall conclusion. This example
also highlights how sentence contents occupy distinct roles in the context of
arguments. Lines 1 and 2 being premises of the argument, lines 3 and 4 being
sub-conclusions, and line 5 being the main conclusion. This distinction is crucial
for identifying textbook question-begging arguments:

1. Ghosts exist.
2. Hence, Ghosts exist.

Where the same sentence content plays distinct argument roles.
Each of the preceding examples illustrates arguments using content that may

be true or false, but arguments in general need not be so restricted [44]:

1. Hold the door if you want to keep your job!
2. You want to keep your job.
3. Hence, hold the door!

Lines 1 and 3 are expressed by commands, the content of which is not typically
taken to be true or false [37][41]. Any general ontology of arguments should then
allow for representing arguments containing contents that are neither true nor
false.

2.2 Ontology Best Practices

A well-designed ontology should satisfy certain adequacy constraints that reflect
the main goal of ontology development, which is interoperability of heteroge-
neous data and information systems [27][15]. Ontologies should be accurate,
adaptable, consistent, and provide clear annotations [20][21]. With respect to
accuracy, an ontology should accurately represent entities and relationships
within its stated scope. With respect to adaptability, any ontology should be
designed to be reused by and reuse from other ontologies to the extent possible.
With respect to clarity, terms in ontologies should be given unambiguous, clear,
labels, alternative labels, definitions, and definition sources, to promote under-
standing across a variety of potential stakeholders. With respect to consistency,
ontologies should be logically consistent, as demonstrated by an automated rea-
soner such as those readable by Web Ontology Language (OWL) based reasoners
[25][26].
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These best practices are borne out of years of ontology development by a va-
riety of users, and indeed are codified as principles in large ontology development
communities, such as the Open Biological and Biomedical (OBO) Foundry [32]
and the Industrial Ontologies Foundry (IOF) [33]. To encourage best practices,
further principles for ontology design have emerged from these communities, such
as having ontologies within their respective communities extend from a top-level
architecture: Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [30][28]. BFO - an ISO/IEC 21838:2
top-level ontology standard [34] - contains high-level general terms such as object
and process. Extending from a common top-level architecture promotes semantic
interoperability by ensuring that no matter how far ontologies extend towards
specific domain content, e.g. electrons, tables, whales, they nevertheless share a
common formal language. Extending from BFO indeed promotes explainability
and traceability, as all extended ontology terms should be accompanied by def-
initions [31] following the scheme: A is a B that Cs, where ”A” is a subclass
of ”B” and differentiated from other subclasses of B by ”C” [15]. For example,
a disorder is a clinically abnormal part of an extended organism.

Altogether, these observations suggest the following constraints should be
respected for an ontology of arguments, the ontology should:

– Contain clear labels, definitions following the ”A is a B that Cs” scheme,
and other disambiguating annotations. [Clarity]

– Extend from a top-level architecture, such as BFO. [Adaptability]
– Distinguish sentences from their contents and sentence contents from

particular roles within an argument. [Accuracy]
– Allow for representation of multiple sentence and content types in ar-

guments. [Accuracy]
– Depict arguments as consisting of premises or suppositions supporting

one or more conclusions. [Accuracy]
– Be represented in OWL2 and verified for logical consistency using asso-

ciated reasoners. [Consistency]

In the next section, we examine existing ontologies of arguments or evidence,
noting where they fall short of one or more adequacy constraints.

2.3 Existing Ontologies of Arguments or Evidence

Of the ontologies dealing with argumentation and evidence we reviewed, none
adequately reflect hallmarks of arguments and none satisfy all of the preceding
criteria for ontology development. A common issue, exhibited for instance by the
Legal Knowledge Interchange Format (LKIF) Core Ontology [35], is the confla-
tion of arguments and evidence. LKIF views arguments ’as reasons expressed
through a medium’. This overlooks the complexity of arguments involving rea-
soning chains and multiple inferences.

The Argument Interchange Format (AIF) does not make such a conflation,
[46] but instead conflates the content of arguments with what the arguments
are about [36]. The Argument Model Ontology (AMO), based on the influential
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Toulmin model of argumentation [48], distinguishes claims, evidence, warrant,
rebuttals, and so on, but does not distinguish the contents of sentences compris-
ing arguments from the roles played by such contents within an argument [45].
The Semantic Science Integrated Ontology (SIO) provides a canonical treat-
ment of arguments, validity, soundness, and so forth, but defines the contents of
sentences as sentences “expressing something true or false”, conflating contents
with sentences themselves [38]. Perhaps most worrisome, however, is that SIO
appears to have taken labels and definitions from BFO, such as site and process
but coined new unique identifiers of these terms rather than use those of BFO,
a practice that is in direct conflict with the goals of semantic interoperability.

Most of the preceding do not adopt a top-level architecture, though there
are argument ontologies that do, such as the OBO Foundry Evidence Ontology
(EO) [49]. While EO adopts BFO as a top-level, it nevertheless does not align
with it, as EO houses its terms outside the BFO hierarchy, though terms such
as ”evidence” are defined as clearly falling under BFO’s root class. Additionally,
the scope of EO is restricted to the biological domain. On the other hand, while
the Explanation Ontology (EXO) adopts a top-level architecture, namely SIO,
it inherits the serious issues exhibited by that import [50].

3 ARGO

The Arguments Ontology (ARGO) is a small ontology designed to satisfy the
constraints identified in the previous section. ARGO accordingly extends from
BFO, leveraging resources from other BFO-conformant ontologies such as the
Information Artifact Ontology (IAO) [36], an extension of BFO designed to
represent information and information bearers.

ARGO distinguishes sentences and sentence content. The ARGO class ex-
pression consists of patterns of character shapes in a language, such as the
string of characters comprising this clause. sentence is a subclass of expres-
sion, instances of which satisfy some conventional rules of grammar. Both are
distinct from the class statement, which represents the contents of sentences,
e.g. the sentence “Susan is happy” expresses the statement that Susan is
happy, which is plausibly the meaning of the sentence and what one would be-
lieve by it. Statements are a subclass of the IAO information content entity,
roughly, entities that are about things in the world, such as the content of a book
or the information encoded in a docx file on a hard drive. Information content
entities are identical across bearers, e.g. the content of a given PDF may exist
across distinct laptops. Consequently, statements may have identical instances
across bearers. Two observant friends of Susan, for instance, may both believe
Susan is happy, each expressing this by uttering “Susan is happy”.

When a statement is a constituent of an argument, it is typically as either
a premise or conclusion; a given statement may serve as a conclusion in one
argument and a premise in another. Moreover, premises and conclusions are
always used in arguments, whereas statements need not be. Premises are linked
to conclusions insofar as they are offered as support or evidence for conclusions in
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arguments. Plausibly, this link between premises and a conclusion is an action—a
passing from some collection of statements to another statement because one
believes the latter is justified, supported, or entailed by the former statements.
We reflect this link between premises and conclusions by defining a class act of
inferring. A premise is a statement that stands in a particular relation to an
argument as a result of being the input of an act of inferring; a conclusion
is a statement that stands in a particular relation to an argument as a result
of being the output of an act of inferring. The relations ‘has input’ and ‘has
output’ are reused from the Common Core Ontologies, and defined roughly in
such a way that a premise is input to an act of inferring and a conclusion
is the output of such an act; we then say that a given argument has premise
some premise, and similarly has conclusion someconclusion.

Premises are affirmed in arguments; suppositions are accepted in arguments.
To suppose that a statement is true, is often done for the sake of some further
inferential goal, e.g. hypothetical deliberation, indirect reasoning, and so on. We
capture these distinctions in terms of differing acts, namely, an act of affirming
in which an agent believes a statement is true or false based on evidence, and
an act of accepting in which an agent entertains a statement as true or false
independent of belief or evidence. Both may be inputs to acts of inferring,
which links premises and suppositions to conclusions. Regarding conclusions,
they may be affirmed or accepted:

1. If Susan leaves work early, she will go home and to the gym.

2. SUPPOSE Susan leaves work early.

3. Hence, Susan will go home and to the gym.

4. Hence, Susan will go home.

5. Hence, if Susan leaves work early then Susan will go home.

Here, 1 is affirmed while 2 is accepted. Lines 3, 4, and 5 are conclusions; line
3 is inferred based on a combination of an affirmed line and an accepted line,
which suggests it is itself accepted. Accordingly, 4 is accepted as it is based
on the accepted 3, while 5 is best described in terms of an agent affirming the
connection between what is supposed and a consequence of it, which is not itself
a case of affirming supposed content.

Every subconclusion stands in a ‘subconclusion in’ relation to a complex
argument, requiring the statement is, first, an affirmed or accepted input in
an act of inferring in an argument and, second, affirmed or accepted output
in an act of inferring in an argument distinct from the first, where third,
both arguments are parts of the complex argument to which the statement
stands in the ‘subconclusion in’ relation.

Arguments are ordered collections of statements involving premises,
suppositions, and a single conclusion. In turn, premises are logically equiv-
alent to statements that are affirmed inputs of acts of inferring, where con-
clusions are equivalent to statements that are affirmed or accepted outputs
of acts of inferring. Suppositions are statements that are accepted inputs
of acts of inferring, whereas subconclusions are statements that are af-
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firmed or accepted inputs and outputs of distinct acts of inferring in distinct
arguments that are proper parts of a complex argument.

There are many different purposes one might have in constructing an ar-
gument. The paradigm case involves arguing, where an individual provides an
argument with the intent of convincing others that the conclusion of the ar-
gument is true. We characterize this process as an act of arguing. One can
argue successfully or unsuccessfully, but one cannot argue without intending to
convince one’s audience of some conclusion; even when arguing against a given
conclusion, you are still arguing in favor of some conclusion. Of course, one may
have no intention to convince others of some conclusion; one may be creating
an argument for the purpose of interpretation or to anticipate what an oppo-
nent might say during a debate. In such cases, one is not arguing; rather, one is
merely creating arguments, which we characterize as a process of act of argu-
ment creation. An act of arguing may have an act of argument creation
as process part, if in the process of arguing one creates an argument. Creating an
argument involves a series of steps, at least one of which is an act of inferring.
An act of argument creation is related to the argument in that it creates by
the ’is created by’ relation. In Figure 1 we have a complex argument that is cre-

Fig. 1. Complex Argument

ated by an act of argument creation which has two proper act of argument
creation parts, each of which has an act of inferring part, respectively. The
statements exhibited by lines 1 and 2 are inputs to an act of inferring, just as
lines 4 and 5 are inputs to another such act. Each has as its output a respective
conclusion statement, where each statement is a part of some argument,
which in turn is proper part of the overall complex argument. Importantly,
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note that 3 and 5 exhibit the same statement used differently across two sim-
ple arguments that make up a complex argument. These observations support
defining complex argument defined as an argument with at least one proper
argument part and which has only argument parts.

We have thus far discussed relationships among statements within argu-
ments but now turn to statements between arguments, i.e. textitcounterar-
guments. A counterargument must stand in a certain relation to another argu-
ment. For example, argument A may be a counterargument to B if B has a con-
clusion that stands in a relation of contradiction to the conclusion of argument
A. More often, cases of counterarguments undermine, but do not contradict,
some part of another argument. For example, argument A may have some coun-
terargument B if the conclusion of B raises concerns for the justification of one or
more premises of A. To capture such generality, ARGO adopts an ’opposes’ rela-
tion, which holds between premises, suppositions, conclusions, or subconclusions
across arguments. Sub-relations include: negates, contradicts, and undermines.
Similarly, a ’supports’ relation is introduced to illustrate potentially favorable
evidence. These are, of course, coarse-grained. A fuller treatment will introduce
degrees of support and opposition.

4 Explainable, Traceable, LLMs

Ontology artifacts are often written in the Web Ontology Language (OWL),
which supports automated model and proof creation. Standard ontology reason-
ers, such as Hermit [52] and [53] are used to provide explanations for conclusions
drawn from data sets, in a manner align closely with common sense reasoning;
additionally, ontologies are leveraged to generate assumptions needed to sup-
port a given claim represented in an ontology. In each case, ontologies provide
human-understandable explanations for output as well as deductive traces useful
for exploring putative commitments that led to a certain output.

We envision leveraging ARGO to address hallucinations the realm of LLM
fact-checking. Our first step involves the identification - using ARGO as a guide
- of claims extracted from LLM output, tagging identified collections of claims
as exhibiting arguments, having premises, suppositions, and conclusions. Au-
tomating the tagging using ARGO will involve standard NLP pre-processing,
tokenization and named entity recognition to identify potential claims and re-
lated entities. When a given statement found in gathered evidence contradicts
another statement found in an argument, we annotate this relationship. Lever-
aging the distinctions drawn between, say, premises and suppositions, we can also
assess the extent to which evidence opposes some statement is damaging to an
argument. Finding counterevidence for a premise may undermine an entire argu-
ment; counterevidence for a supposition may undermine only the sub-argument
leveraging the supposition.

OWL2 reasoners may, moreover, be used to facilitate the identification of
conflicts across arguments. Suppose statement A conflicts with statement
B. A will likely be in conflict with B - to some extent - regardless of what
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arguments in which one finds A (affected by whether A is a supposition, premise,
or conclusion). OWL2 reasoners can be used to track such relationships across
argument contexts, thereby providing an avenue for traceability.

Core to the blueprint application of ARGO is the generation of explanations
for verdicts made about identified claims. ARGO-based blueprints foster ex-
plainability through the use of well-curated definitions for argument components
and inferences which use them. These explanations will offer valuable insights
into the argumentative structure of LLM outputs. Integration of ARGO with
LLMs for fact-checking represents a significant advancement in enhancing relia-
bility and trustworthiness. Our blueprint strategy offers a systematic approach
to fact-checking that is grounded in clear definitions, logical consistency, and
adaptability to various domains.
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